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Abstract. Most online content publishers have moved to subscription-based business
models regulated by digital paywalls. But the managerial implications of such freemium
content offerings are not well understood. We, therefore, utilized microlevel user activity
data from the New York Times to conduct a large-scale study of the implications of digital
paywall design for publishers. Specifically, we use a quasi-experiment that varied the (1)
quantity (the number of free articles) and (2) exclusivity (the number of available sections)
of free content available through the paywall to investigate the effects of paywall design on
content demand, subscriptions, and total revenue. The paywall policy changes we studied
suppressed total content demand by about 9.9%, reducing total advertising revenue.
However, this decrease was more than offset by increased subscription revenue as the
policy change led to a 31% increase in total subscriptions during our seven-month study,
yielding net positive revenues of over $230,000. The results confirm an economically sig-
nificant impact of the newspaper’s paywall design on content demand, subscriptions, and net
revenue. Our findings can help structure the scientific discussion about digital paywall design
and help managers optimize digital paywalls to maximize readership, revenue, and profit.
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1. Digital Paywall Design
The internet has unmistakably transformed the way
news and other content is produced, distributed, and
consumed. It is now vital for content producers, like
newspapers, to develop viable digital strategies to
manage consumption andmonetization across digital
and traditional print channels. Until a decade ago, the
main sources of revenue for publishers were adver-
tisements (both print and digital) and print circula-
tion. However, increased competition and reduced
advertising margins have led to the demise of several
publishing companies in the last decade (e.g., bankruptcy
filings by the Journal Register Company, Minneapolis
Star Tribune, Philadelphia Newspaper LLC, and the
owner of theChicago Tribune and Los Angeles Times (LA
Times) and buyouts or deep cuts faced by several
others (e.g., The San Diego Union-Tribune, San Fran-
cisco Chronicle, Miami Herald, and The Washington
Post). As a result of this disruption to the classic
news business model, many outlets have moved to
subscription-based business models to increase online
circulation revenue (Casadesus-Masanell andZhu2010).
As of 2019, many popular newspapers, including
the Wall Street Journal (WSJ), the New York Times
(NYT), and the LA Times have instituted some form of
subscription-based strategy for their online websites

in spite of readers’ low willingness to pay (WTP) for
online news (Chyi 2005).1 Although some publishers,
for example, The Economist, The Athletic, and The Fi-
nancial Times, employ an “all-or-nothing” approach,
most subscription-based news outlets are regulated
by digital paywalls that provide some amount of free
content to nonsubscribers each month.
Digital paywalls are essentially a price discrimi-

nation mechanism to sort readers according to their
willingness to pay (Bhargava and Choudhary 2001,
Chellappa and Shivendu 2005, Shapiro and Varian
2013). Their basic goal is to create a separating equi-
librium where those with high WTP are induced to
subscribe while still allowing those with low WTP to
be monetized through online advertising.2 The goal
of a digital paywall is to maximize revenue by reg-
ulating subscriptions and web traffic. In this way,
they are similar to other canonical versioning mech-
anisms like those used by airlines that induce cus-
tomers to self-select into business and economy classes
according to their WTP to maximize producer surplus.
There are, however, key differences between the

versioning mechanisms used by airlines and digital
newspapers. Unlike airline seats, digital content is
nonrival. Offering little or no free content can increase
short-run revenues as some fraction of marginal
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readers with sufficiently high WTP will subscribe.
However, such conservative content policies would
fail to bring new users to the platform as they re-
duce exposure. Furthermore, limiting freely available
content makes it more difficult for new readers to
determine how well the newspaper fits their content
preferences, decreasing the chance that new readers
will be persuaded to subscribe.3 On the other hand,
paywall policies that offer too much free content will
bring many new readers to the platform but will
weaken the paywall as a separating mechanism be-
cause high WTP readers will have less incentive to
subscribe. This trade-off between short-run and long-
run revenue generation is classically known as Ar-
row’s Information Paradox (Arrow 1962).

The optimal design of a digital paywall is a complex
process as evidenced by newspapers’ continuous
tinkering with paywall designs.4 It is important for
newspapers and other content providers to under-
stand the design space of digital paywalls and the
mechanisms by which the design parameters impact
firm outcomes. Content producers have many im-
portant design choices to consider regarding the
following: (1) Quantity: The n number of free articles
that nonsubscribers can access in each time period.
Publishers can, for example, implement an all-or-
nothing paywall (e.g., The Financial Times and The
Economist), which allows access to content for sub-
scribers only, or a freemium paywall (e.g., the NYT or
Boston Globe), which gives nonsubscribers access to
some free articles in each time period (e.g., five per
month in the case of the NYT and two per month
in the case of the Boston Globe). (2) Exclusivity/
breadth: The exclusivity (or breadth) of content that
nonsubscribers can access. Nonsubscribers can ei-
ther have access to all content across all sections
(low exclusivity) or a limited subset of content like
popular news or politics (high exclusivity), whereas
subscribers have access to that as well as more niche
content like in-person player interviews as is the case
at ESPN. Throughout this paper, we use the terms
diversity of content or the breadth of content inter-
changeably. (3) Temporal differentiation: The tem-
poral inclusion or exclusion of content, such as full
access for nonsubscribers only onweekends or only to
monthly/quarterly special issues. This is common for
some kinds of TV content where the free digital ep-
isode is delayed in time. (4) Porosity: Whether the
paywall should allow free referrals to the newspa-
per’s website from search engines, social media, and
news aggregators—sometimes referred to as a “po-
rous” paywall.

In this paper, we attempt to open the black box of
digital paywall design. We study the impact of ar-
guably the two most critical parameters of a digital
paywall—the quantity of free articles and exclusivity

or breadth of free content available to nonsubscribers
(i.e., whether there is some gated subscriber-only con-
tent). These parameters allow publishers to change the
distribution of articles from which readers can sample
and, hence, theperceivedmatch between the content and
the readers’ preferences.
We exploit quasi-experimental variation in the quan-

tity and exclusivity of free content offered by theNYTvia
their digital paywall to study the impact of these two
paywall design parameters on content demand, sub-
scriptions, and total revenue. A two-dimensional rep-
resentationof thepaywall design space considered in this
paper is presented in Figure 1.
Our work contributes to several areas of research.

First, our study is related to the literature on product
sampling and versioning of digital goods. Prior work
in this literature has focused on the fact that digital
goods are experience goods and consumers need time
to derive value from them (Heiman and Muller 1996,
Heiman et al. 2001, Chellappa and Shivendu 2005,
Lehmann and Esteban-Bravo 2006). Hence, firms can
increase the propensity of a consumer to adopt their
product or service by providing them free samples
(Bawa and Shoemaker 2004). Digital paywalls and
other freemium products, however, differ in an impor-
tant way—their free offerings are perpetual, which
can turn the free product into a close substitute for the
premiumproduct. Therefore, there is a significant risk
of cannibalization of the premium product. There is a
growing body of work that builds theoretical models
of the economics of freemium services (Niculescu and
Wu 2014). There have also been empirical investigations

Figure 1. The Paywall Design Space

Notes. Media companies, such as the NYT, that have a porous
paywall do not entirely fall into one of these 2× 2 buckets. The NYT
paywall offering (as of 2019) is high breadth and medium quantity in
terms of these two parameters.
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into several aspects of freemiun products. Much of the
empirical work, though, has focused on freemium
products in a social or networked setting, for exam-
ple, Oestreicher-Singer and Zalmanson (2013); Bapna
et al. (2018) found increased social engagement and
peer influence to be key drivers of subscriptions in
freemium products, respectively. Our work contrib-
utes to this burgeoning empirical literature by studying
the screening procedure of a freemium product and in a
non-networked setting.Moreprecisely,wequantifyhow
the design of the screeningmechanism—in our case the
quantity and exclusivity parameters of the digital
paywall—changes readers’ propensity to adopt the
premium offering.

Our work also contributes to the literature on
digital paywalls. This literature has mostly focused
on the impact of the quantity parameter of a digital
paywall on content demand. For instance, Chiou and
Tucker (2013)find digital paywalls suppress demand;
Lambrecht and Misra (2015) argue content providers
can adjust the amount of free and premium content
counter-cyclically in response to demand conditions.
There has also been work studying the spillover ef-
fects of digital paywalls on print newspaper sales
(Pattabhiramaiah et al. 2017) and socialmedia sharing
(Oh et al. 2016). Ourwork, however, is thefirst to study
the impact of two digital paywall design parameters—
quantity and exclusivity. All of the previous work has
focused on amonolithic version of the digital paywall
with only a variable quantity parameter. Hence, we
are able to construct a more nuanced picture of the
trade-offs at the heart of a digital paywall. It is unclear
how paywalls impact subscriptions because premium
versions are a close substitute for the free product. To the
best of our knowledge, ours is the first study to quantify
the impact of paywalls on readers’ propensity to sub-
scribe. Our analysis also goes a step further by using
detailed data to explore the heterogeneity of the effect of
the paywall on subscriptions.

Finally, we also study key decisions related to the
digital paywall design in a multichannel setting, where
readers can consume content via either the mobile app
or the browser. Although there is empirical work on
consumption dynamics between different channels
(Deleersnyder et al. 2002, Geyskens et al. 2002, Ansari
et al. 2008, Avery et al. 2012, Athey et al. 2014),
whether these channels have a synergistic or substi-
tutive impact on content demand has been shown to
be highly context dependent. Our work studies these
multichannel consumption dynamics in a novel news
readership context.

Our study has actionable implications for pub-
lishers’ digital content strategies and makes several
contributions to our understanding of digital dis-
ruption in online content industries. First, we econo-
metrically identify the impact of paywall design on

content demand. Content demand is an important
metric directly linked to monetization. Less viewer-
ship leads to fewer ad impressions and, therefore, less
advertising revenue. Second, we estimate the impact
of paywall policy changes on the NYT’s subscriber
base. Until now, there has only been anecdotal evidence
that digital paywalls affect subscriptions (Kumar et al.
2013).5 But there exists no rigorous econometric
quantification of such effects. Finally, we construct a
detailed picture of theNYT’s entire revenue stream in
the presence of a digital paywall. In particular, how
does the design of the paywall impact total revenue,
comprised of ad revenue and subscription revenue. Is
it the case that in spite of the lowWTP for online news
(Chyi 2005), digital paywalls provide a sustainable
digital business model for newspapers?
Our results suggest an economically significant rela-

tionship between paywall design, content demand, and
subscriptions. The paywall policy changes, in quantity
and exclusivity of free content, in our study decreased
content consumption by about 9.9%. But this decrease
was more than offset by increased subscription revenue
generated by a 31% increase in total subscriptions during
our seven-month study. Taking these results together,
the paywall change led to an economically significant
net-positive impact of around $230,000 on the NYT’s
bottom line. Our findings also suggest that paywall
policy changes that let readers choose free content
broadly from a variety of topical areas, rather than
restricting the variety of free content available, are
more effective at increasing subscriptions, demand,
and revenue.

2. Empirical Setting and Data
We use user-level data from the NYT to study digital
paywall design. The NYT is the 17th largest news-
paper in the world by circulation and has won more
Pulitzer Prizes than any other newspaper.6 The scale
and the heterogeneity of the NYT’s global reader base
makes it a good context in which to study digital
paywall design and also allows us to generalize our
findings to other similar newspapers, such as The
Washington Post, WSJ, LA Times, and USA Today,
which together comprise a large portion of the total
market for news consumption in the United States.
Our data consist of user-level activity on the NYT’s

various online platforms for the seven-month period
from April to October 2013. The data track the browsing
behavior of around 177 million unique visitors who
accumulated over 777 million page views during this
period. For the analysis in this paper, we construct a
panel of 29,705,796 users who consumedNYT content in
at least two different time periods.7 The users in our
panel were either anonymous (identified by cookies)
or registered/subscribed (which gives them the ability
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to comment on articles, save articles for future reading,
and get personalized content recommendations).

2.1. Quasi-Experiment: A Policy Change in the
Digital Paywall

TheNYT launched their digital paywall in 2011. Since
then, they have implemented a porous paywall, through
which unsubscribed users can read a fixed number of
articles every month (currently five).8 Readers can ac-
cess extra articles each month if they are referred
to those articles through social media websites or
search engines.

The NYT distributes its digital content through three
channels: (1) the main website (www.nytimes.com)
accessible from desktop computers; (2) the mobile
website (www.mobile.nytimes.com) accessible via
browsers on mobile devices (smartphones and tab-
lets); and (3) themobile app, which can be installed on
smartphones and tablets of all varieties. During our
observation period, the NYT paywall allowed ten free
articles per month via channels (1) and (2). Visitors
could, however, read an unlimited number of articles
through the mobile app but only from the top news
and video sections.

However, on June 27, 2013, the NYT started metering
their mobile apps such that unsubscribed users
could only read three articles per day. At the same time,
those articles could now be accessed from any section
andnot just from the topnewsandvideo sections. If, after
hitting their quota, a user tries to access more articles,
they see a pop-up in the mobile app urging them to
become a subscriber.9 To kick off the update, users
had a one-week trial period from the time they
updated the app during which they could freely read
any number of articles from any sections. This change
in the paywall’s settings did not impact the reader-
ship on the browser channel and serves as a supply
shock for the content consumed on the mobile
app. Figure 2 displays the details of the quasi-
experiment, which we describe in more detail be-
low. We use this quasi-experimental variation in
the quantity and exclusivity of the content available
via the digital paywall to identify the impact of these
two key elements of paywall design on content demand
and subscriptions.

We tease apart the impact of the change in quantity
(from unlimited access to three articles per day) and
the change in diversity (from access to top news and
video to access to all the sections) by decomposing
the change into two phases—one in which only the
quantity of content changed and the other in which
only thebreadth/exclusivityof available content changed:
P1 and P2 in Figure 2, respectively. The paywall
change in the mobile app was rolled out as part of an
update available to download on day 88 of our ob-
servation period. However, not every user in our sample

downloaded the updated version of the mobile app on
the same day it became available as shown in Figure 3.
This heterogeneity in the timing of updates provides
user-level exogenous shocks to consumption that
vary with time. As we show in our robustness checks,
this differential updating is not correlated with any
observable differences between users.

2.2. Variable Construction
2.2.1. Readership Variables. We construct the read-
ership variables as the number of articles read by
user i on day t on the mobile app NumArticlesAppit , on

Figure 2. Details of the Paywall Setting Change

Notes. (1) “High Quantity” in Figure 2(b) represents access to all the
published content and “Low Quantity” denotes access to three articles
per day. Similarly, “High Diversity” represents access to all sections,
whereas “Low Diversity” represents access to content from only top
news and video sections. (2) As discussed later, because different users
updated the app at different times, the one-week kick-off happened at
different calendar times for different users.

Figure 3. Differential Updating of the Mobile App by Users
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the browserNumArticlesBrowserit , and in total across both
the mobile app and the browser as NumArticlesTotalit .
The choice of the unit of time as a day is primarily due
to the perishable nature of news content and the
strong diurnal patterns of content consumption. For
instance, if user #10 read seven articles via the mobile
app and three articles via the desktop and mobile
browsers on day 76, then the variables will be coded
as NumArticlesTotal10,76 � 10, NumArticlesApp10,76 � 7, and
NumArticlesBrowser10,76 � 3.

2.2.2. Subscription Variable. The subscription vari-
able Subscribedit indicates the subscription status of
user i on day t. Readers can subscribe to one of the four
available bundles: (1) all digital, (2) all digital and
home delivery, (3) web and smartphone, (4) web and
tablet. For simplicity and the ease of interpretability
we pooled all the subscription bundles and coded the
subscription status as a binary variable equal to zero if
the visitor was a nonsubscriber (either an anonymous
visitor or a registered nonsubscriber) or one if the
visitor was a subscriber.

2.2.3. Policy Variable. The entire policy change, that is,
the combination of both the quantity and diversity/
exclusivity change is operationalized as a binary indi-
cator variable PaywallPolicyit. The PaywallPolicyit var-
iable flips to one at different times for different users
based on the time they updated the mobile app as
shown in Figure 3. The earliest it flips to one is at the
beginning of period P2 in Figure 2.

2.3. Summary Statistics
We created a panel of anonymous, registered, and
subscribed users at the user-day level. There was a
total of 29,705,796 users in our panel out of which
28,897,011 users were anonymous (identified via cook-
ies) and the rest 808,785 were either registered or sub-
scribed users. Seventy-eight percent of the visitsmade by
our user panel were from the United States, 4% from
Canada, and the remaining 18% from the rest of the
world (195 different countries). Sixty-seven percent of
users had only one mobile device (iPhone, iPad, An-
droid, or iPodTouch), 31% had two devices, and the

remaining 2%was split between users with three or four
devices. The devices usedwere split 10%, 44%, 45%, and
1% between Android, iPhone, iPad, and iPodTouch,
respectively. We have information on the genders of
registered and subscribed users. Fifty-four percent of
such users did not declare their gender. Of the 46% of
users who identified their gender, 61% were men and
39% were women.
Table 1 displays summary statistics on the content

consumption behavior of our user panel. As can be
seen, the variance of the readership variables is greater
than their mean, suggesting a long tail.

3. Model Specifications
The quasi-experiment lends itself to a difference-in-
difference (DiD) estimation strategy, which is our
main model specification throughout the paper.

3.1. Impact on Content Demand
We split our analysis into three parts based on our
research context. First, we assess the impact of the
NYT paywall policy change on content demand in the
mobile app channel, which is where the policy change
was implemented.Next,we quantify the impact of the
policy change on content demand in the browser
channel, and finally, we estimate the impact on total
content demand across both the mobile app and
the browser channels. Our DiD estimation considers
subscribed readers as the control group as they were
unaffected by the paywall change. Although sub-
scribers certainly differ from nonsubscribers in their
level of consumption, the key identifying assump-
tion of DiD is parallel trends. We qualitatively and
quantitatively verify this assumption later in the
paper. Our estimation is complicated by the fact that
users can change their subscription status during
our observation period. So, the composition of our
treatment and control groups shift during the ob-
servation period. To address this issue, we focus only
on users who did not change their subscription status
during our observation period. Only a very small frac-
tion (≈ 0.36% of the total 29,705,796) of the users
changed their subscription status during our obser-
vation period. So bias from this selection is negligible.

Table 1. Summary of Statistics of the Readership Variables

Variable Mean (μ) SD (σ) Minimum Maximum

Articles read (total) (NumArticlesTotalit ) 2.24 3.05 0 109
Articles read (mobile app) (NumArticlesAppit ) 0.603 2.15 0 36
Articles read (browser) (NumArticlesBrowserit ) 1.64 2.27 0 108

Notes. Results are computed for a panel of (users) n = 29,705,796, (days) t = 212 resulting in a total of
201,917,689 user-day observations. SD, standard deviation.
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Our exact model specifications are given in Equa-
tions (1), (2), and (3).

NumArticlesAppit �PaywallPolicyit+PaywallPolicyit
× NotSubscribedi+γi+δt+εit, (1)

NumArticlesBrowserit �PaywallPolicyit+PaywallPolicyit
×NotSubscribedi+γi+δt+εit, (2)

NumArticlesTotalit � PaywallPolicyit + PaywallPolicyit
×NotSubscribedi + γi + δt + εit. (3)

These specifications differ only in their choice of depen-
dent variables: mobile app readership NumArticlesAppit
for (1); browser readership NumArticlesBrowserit (2);
and, finally, the total readership NumArticlesTotalit (3).
PaywallPolicyit captures the aggregate impact of the
entire policy change (i.e., the change of both quantity
and exclusivity) on readers. Our main independent
variable is the interaction between the policy variable
and an indicator for nonsubscribers PaywallPolicyit ×
NotSubscribedi. The coefficient on this term captures
the average treatment effect on the treated of the
paywall change on nonsubscribers. Lastly, we incorpo-
rate a set of user and timefixed effects, denoted byγi and
δt

10 respectively.11

Because the dependent variables in Equations (1)–(3)
are skewed count variables, we estimate them via a
Poisson Regression (Athey and Imbens 2006, Puhani
2012, Shang et al. 2018). Another commonly employed
alternative for estimating such models with over-
dispersed dependent variables is to first log-transform
the count variable(s) and then estimate the resulting
model via a standard ordinary least squares (OLS)
regression. These “log-linearized” models are, how-
ever, known to provide biased estimates under het-
eroskedasticity andwhen there are lots of zero counts
in the data (Santos Silva and Tenreyro 2006). Hence,
we use Poisson Regression as our main specification
and show the robustness of our parameter estimates
to log-linearized models. We follow the steps pro-
posed by Shang et al. (2018) to compute partial elas-
ticities for the Poisson difference-in-difference regres-
sions. The impact of the paywall policy change in our
case is given by the coefficient of the interaction term in
the specifications (1)–(3), which can be interpreted
easily in terms of differences-in-semi-elasticities as
exp (β1 + β2) − exp (β1), where β1 is the coefficient of
PaywallPolicyit and β2 is the coefficient of the inter-
action term.

3.2. Impact on Subscriptions
Next,wequantifytheimpactof thepolicychangeonreaders’
subscription status—the number of nonsubscribers
induced to subscribe because of the policy change.

Here,wedo not have a natural control group for aDiD
estimation strategy, sowe use the heterogeneity in the
readers’ exposure to the paywall change to define a
set of user groups thatwere differentially impacted by
the policy change. We accomplish this in a couple of
ways. Our first specification given in Equation (4)
compares the varying subscription propensities of
subpopulations of readers that hit the paywall, that
is, they either tried to read more than the allotted
quota of three free articles per day (and were shown a
pop-up message to subscribe) or they consumed a
wider variety of content once it was available. The
readers who never exceeded the allotted quota of
free articles or only consumed content from top
news and video sections throughout never actually
received the “treatment” of a paywall change and,
hence, constitute our control group in this specifica-
tion. This strategy allows us, to some degree, to de-
compose the differential impacts of the two compo-
nents of the policy change. Although these groups
may differ on meaningful dimensions, our identi-
fying assumption relies on comparing parallel time
trends in these groups before and after the pol-
icy change.
Our main independent variables of interest in this

specification are the three interaction terms that permit
us to assess the impact of paywall design on subscrip-
tions. The coefficient on the two-way interaction term
PaywallPolicyit × I(Exceed −Quantity)i captures the
impact of paywall on the subpopulation of readers
who exceeded the quota of free articles but who
were not interested in consuming content from the
blocked sections. Similarly, the coefficient on the term
PaywallPolicyit × I(Consume −Diverse)i quantifies the
impact of paywall on the readers who consumed
content from the blocked sections but who did
not exceed their quantity quota of three free arti-
cles per day. Finally, the coefficient on the three-way-
interaction termPaywallPolicyit ×I(Exceed−Quantity)i ×
I(Consume−Diverse)i captures the impact of paywall
on readers who both exceeded their quota of free
articles and also consumed more diverse content.

Subscribedit
� PaywallPolicyit + PaywallPolicyit
× I × Exceed −Quantity

( )
i

+ PaywallPolicyit × I Consume −Diverse( )i
+ PaywallPolicyit × I Exceed −Quantity

( )
i

× I × Consume −Diverse( )i
+ γi + δt + εit. (4)

In our next specification, we assess the impact of
paywall on subscriptions by stratifying our reader
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base differently. Our specification in Equation (5)
harnesses the intensity of the treatment as it compares
the differential propensity to subscribe based on the
number of articles readprior to the paywall change came
into effect. For instance, one should expect the readers
who consumed (say) 20 articles on average per day to be
impacted more by the paywall change to 3 articles per
day comparedwith the ones who consumed only (say) 2
articles per day before the change.

Subscribedit � PaywallPolicyit + PaywallPolicyit

×NumArticlesPriorAvgi + γi + δt + εit. (5)
The term NumArticlesPriorAvgi in Equation (5) codes the
intensityof the treatment as theaveragenumberof articles
read by the user i prior to the paywall policy change.

3.2.1.DynamicEffectof thePaywallChangeonSubscriptions.
Our specifications above in Equation (4) and Equation
(5) capture the contemporaneous impact of the pay-
wall policy change on subscriptions. However, there is
also a sustained impact of the paywall change on the
readers’ propensity to subscribe. It is important to esti-
mate this dynamic long-term impact to broadly under-
stand the design of digital paywalls and the key temporal
tradeoffsbetween thequantityandexclusivityparameters.

The specification for estimating the dynamic im-
pact of the paywall is given in Equation (6). It is es-
sentially the same as the specification in Equation (4)
with the key difference that instead of interacting the
treatment group indicator with the policy change
variable PaywallPolicyit contemporaneously, we also
add interactions of the treatment group indicatorwith
the time dummy for each week until the end of our
observation period. This entails adding all the in-
teraction terms starting in week 13 when the paywall
policy change was rolled out until the end of our
observation period in week 31.

Subscribedit �
∑31

w�13
Δw× I Exceed−Quantity

( )
i

+ ∑31

w�13
Δw× I Consume−Diverse( )i

+ ∑31

w�13
Δw× I Exceed−Quantity

( )
i

× I Consume−Diverse( )i+γi+δt+εit. (6)

In this specification, Δw is the dummy variable for
week w and δt are the time fixed effects. As earlier
specifications, the time fixed effects δt are operation-
alized via day-level dummies νday.

All our specifications also control for any time-
invariant individual idiosyncrasies via the fixed ef-
fects γi. It is worth noting that our specifications above

in Equation (6) have a binary dependent variable
Subscribedit and the preferred model for such a case is
either a logit or probit. However, estimating such
models with millions of individual and time fixed
effects is extremely challenging for any software and
takes extremely long to converge to the correct so-
lution. Furthermore, it is also cumbersome to inter-
pret the interaction terms in logit or probit models (Ai
and Norton 2003). So, following the lead of several
researchers (Angrist and Pischke 2008, Goldfarb and
Tucker 2011, Agrawal et al. 2015, Chatla and Shmueli
2017, Taylor et al. 2019), we use standard linear
probability models (LPMs) for estimating our speci-
fications. LPMs are typically a desirable modeling
choice if a large fraction of the predicted probabilities
lie inside the [0, 1] interval. In our case, all of the
predicted probabilities lie between zero and one;
therefore, LPMwith robust standard errors will yield
unbiased and consistent estimates (Horrace and
Oaxaca 2006, Chatla and Shmueli 2017).

4. Results
In this section, we present the empirical results quanti-
fying the causal impact of the NYT paywall policy
change. The results are split into three subsections. First,
we present some model-free evidence highlighting the
pre- and postpolicy values of our outcome variables.
Second, we present DiD estimates of the impact of the
paywall change on content demand, and then finally we
show the same estimates for subscriptions. We conclude
this section by presenting analyses grounding the ro-
bustness of our findings.

4.1. Model-Free Evidence
Figures 4, 5, and 6 summarize the key economic vari-
ables, NumArticlesAppit , NumArticlesBrowserit , and Num
ArticlesTotalit , for the various user groups of interest. As
can be seen, before the paywall change, the con-
sumption patterns of nonsubscribers and subscribers
are similar. This pattern of consumption persists for
subscribers after the paywall change as they were not
impacted by the paywall change. We observe a sig-
nificant decline in readership after the paywall change
came into effect.12 It is not surprising that demand for
content in themobile app fell (Figure 4) as thatwas the
channel where the paywall changewas implemented;
however, it is surprising to see the readership fall in
the browser channel and, hence, the overall content
demanded also falling sharply (Figures 5 and 6). A
priori, as a result of this change, one could have ex-
pected that some readers might compensate for the
decrease in supply of content in the mobile app channel
by increasing their consumption in the browser and,
hence, sustaining or even increasing their overall NYT
content consumption.However, it seems thatmost of the
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readers either decreased their consumption or kept it the
same as their prepaywall levels, leading to an overall
decrease in total readership.

Figure 7 shows the number of subscribed users
during our entire observation period.13 Clearly, we
see an economically significant increase in the num-
ber of subscribed users after the paywall change. We
cannot, as yet, quantify how much of this increased
subscriber base is attributable to the paywall change.

Because our empirical analyses are based on DiD
estimates, they rely on the parallel trends assump-
tion. The parallel trends assumption in this case
posits that, prior to the paywall shift, the key eco-
nomic variables NumArticlesAppit , NumArticlesBrowserit ,

Num ArticlesTotalit , and Subscribedit should have simi-
lar parallel trends. So, in addition to the visual proof
of the parallel trends assumption provided by Fig-
ures 4, 5, and 6, we perform a formal empirical test to
verify this assumption for all our main specifica-
tions.14 In particular, we show that the interactions of the
treatment group indicator NotSubscribedi with the pre-
treatment time dummies are jointly statistically insig-
nificant. The p-values of the corresponding F-tests are
0.32, 0.38, 0.18, and 0.41 for the specifications with
NumArticlesAppit , NumArticlesBrowserit , Num ArticlesTotalit ,
and Subscribedit dependent variables, respectively.15

4.2. Impact on Content Demand
We estimate the specifications in Equations (1), (2),
and (3) to estimate the aggregate impact of the NYT
policy change PaywallPolicyit on readership. The re-
sults in Table 2, specifically the coefficients of the

Figure 4. Average Number of Articles Read onMobile App
NumArticlesAppit by Subscribers and Nonsubscribers

Notes. (1)“High Quantity” represents access to all the published
content and “Low Quantity” denotes access to three articles per day.
Similarly, “High Diversity” represents access to all sections, whereas
“Low Diversity” represents access to content from only top news and
video sections. (2) For simplicity of exposition, the plot only shows
readers who stayed subscribers or nonsubscribers throughout.
(3) The fitted line in the plot is the least-squares line.

Figure 5. Average Number of Articles Read on the Browser
NumArticlesBrowserit by Subscribers and Nonsubscribers

Notes. (1) “High Quantity” represents access to all the published
content and “Low Quantity” denotes access to three articles per day.
Similarly, “High Diversity” represents access to all sections whereas
“Low Diversity” represents access to content from only top news and
video sections. (2) For simplicity of exposition, the plot only shows
readers who stayed subscribers or nonsubscribers throughout.
(3) The fitted line in the plot is the least-squares line.

Figure 6. Average Number of Articles Read in Total
NumArticlesTotalit by subscribers and nonsubscribers.

Notes. (1) For simplicity of exposition, the plot only shows readers
who stayed subscribers or nonsubscribers throughout. (2) The fitted
line in the plot is the least-squares line.

Figure 7. (Color online) Total Number of Subscribed Users
During Our Observation Period

Notes. (1) Because of privacy concerns we have scaled the y-axis by a
constant, keeping everything else the same. This plot is presented just
to show a gradual increase in the number of subscribers post paywall
change. (2) The fitted line in the plot is the least-squares line.
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term PaywalPolicyit ×NotSubscribedit, show that the
aggregatepaywall change resulted in a 9.9%reduction in
readership in total across both the mobile app and
the browser.16 This decrease is comprised of a 4.6%
reduction in readership in the mobile app alone and
a 3.5% decrease in readership in the browser alone
relative to the control group.17 The intent-to-treat (ITT)
estimates for these specifications—which assumes
everyone updated the mobile app at the same time—
are similar to these estimates in both magnitude
and directionality and are provided in the appendix
for completeness.

Next, we explore the impact of the paywall change
on subpopulations of users that are likely to be dif-
ferentially impacted by this policy change. Study of
these subgroups posits interesting managerial im-
plications for the NYT.

4.2.1. Impact on Registered Users. As noted earlier,
nonsubscribers are composed of two distinct sub-
groups: anonymous users and registered users. In this
section, we focus on the effect of the paywall change
on registered users. This subpopulation is of particular

interest as registration itself is a signal for some type
of intent.18

We re-estimate Equations (1), (2), and (3), excluding
anonymous users from the data. These results are
reported in Table 3. Overall, we can see that the policy
change had a greater impact on registered users as it
resulted in a 7.6% decrease19 in readership on the
mobile app as opposed to 4.6% for the average user
(see Table 2). However, the drop in browser reader-
ship is similar for the two groups. This could be
explained by the fact that registered users are typically
more engaged heavy consumers who often hit the
paywall quantity limit. The inability to consume addi-
tional content either led them to consume NYT content
via the print offering or it led them to abandon the NYT
platform altogether.20 Another possibility that we also
cannot rule out is the registered users deleting their
browser cookies and consuming content as new users
at a higher rate than an average user. On the other
hand, anonymous users on average consumed fewer
articles and were less likely to hit the free article limit.
As a result, the content consumption of an average user
did not drop as steeply as a registered user.21

Table 2. Difference-in-Difference Estimates of the Impact of the Paywall Policy Change on
the Readership Variables

Dependent variable → NumArticlesTotalit NumArticlesAppit NumArticlesBrowserit

PaywallPolicyit 0.001*** 0.000*** 0.001***
(1.0E-04) (2.2E-04) (1.1E-04)

PaywallPolicyit ×NotSubscribedi −0.104*** −0.047*** −0.036***
(0.001) (0.005) (8.0E-04)

User fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Time fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Log pseudo-likelihood −3.31 × 108 −1.08 × 108 −2.68 × 108

Wald χ2 statistic/p-value 24,682.5/0 8,737.5/0 10,830.4/0
Observations 192,293,146 192,293,146 192,293,146

Notes. (1) Robust standard errors are clustered at the level of users. (2) The variableNotSubscribedi codes
the nonsubscribed users (anonymous and registered)—our treatment group—as one and the subscribed
users as zero. It is the complement of the subscription status variable Subscribedi (� 1 −NotSubscribedi).

**p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01.

Table 3. Difference-in-Difference Estimates of the Impact of the Paywall Policy Change on
the Readership of Registered Users

Dependent variable → NumArticlesTotalit NumArticlesAppit NumArticlesBrowserit

PaywallPolicyit 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.000***
(1.5E-04) (0.001) (1.7E-04)

PaywallPolicyit ×NotSubscribedi −0.131*** −0.079*** −0.040***
(0.003) (0.005) (0.004)

User fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Time fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Log pseudo-likelihood −1.66 × 108 −1.08 × 108 −1.05 × 108

Wald χ2 statistic/p-value 2,788.87/0 8,737.5/0 85.0/0
Observations 64,439,981 64,439,981 64,439,981

Note. Robust standard errors are clustered at the level of users.
**p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01.
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4.2.2. Impact on Users that Hit the Paywall. Online
content consumption has a long tail as most readers
typically read only one or two articles. Hence, there
is a large fraction of users that never actually hit the
paywall. So, next we compute heterogeneous treat-
ment effects for the users who actually “hit the
paywall” and, hence, were impacted by the policy
change. In our setup, this can happen in two
scenarios—(a) if they attempt to consume more ar-
ticles than the limit of three per day after the policy
change and were shown a pop-up urging them to
subscribe or (b) they consumed more diverse content,
that is, read articles that were not part of the top news
and video sections.

The results for the user groups that attempted to
read more than three articles per day after the change
in policy and those who consumed content outside
the top news and video sections are shown in Tables 4
and 5, respectively.We can see an accentuated impact
of the policy change on both of these subsets of users;
the impact on total content consumption is similar for
both of these groups of users—decreases of 18.7% and
19.2%, respectively (column 1 and row 2 of Tables 4
and 5).

All of these results point toward a story of the
browser and the mobile app channels as having syn-
ergistic effects for news readership. Previous work
(Forman et al. 2009, Avery et al. 2012) has shown that
this could happen if, for instance, a channel provides
additional utility to the consumers or offers different
comparative advantages compared with the other
channels. In our case, this comparative advantage
could be due to the user-friendly interface of the
mobile app, which can harness the device-specific
characteristics of the operating system that a browser
cannot. Hence, a mobile app can provide additional
utility to the consumers compared with the browser
by lowering the search cost of content.

4.3. Impact on Subscriptions
Our results from estimating Equations (4) and (5) are
found in Table 6. For Equation (4) (column (1) in
Table 6), our results suggest that for the NYT, both
elements of the policy are increasing the propensity
of users to subscribe. Specifically, because the coef-
ficient on PaywallPolicyit × I(Exceed −Quantity)i is
positive and statistically significant, the decrease in
quantity is increasing the propensity of a particular
subgroup of users to subscribe, which is in line with
our theoretical expectations. As the PaywallPolicyit ×
I(More −Diverse)i coefficient is also positive and sta-
tistically significant, it follows that the increase in
diversity is also driving a similarly increasing sub-
scription propensity, albeit for a different subgroup.
This result runs somewhat contrary to our initial ex-
pectations because having exclusive or gated content is
generally used to induce subscriptions.22 However, a
key difference is that, unlike the strictly multichan-
nel gated offerings of ESPN or YouTube, the NYT
had gated content only on the mobile app. So a
reader could have still consumed diverse content on
the browser. Lastly, because the three-way interac-
tion PaywallPolicyit × I(Exceed −Quantity)i × I(More −
Diverse)i is positive and statistically significant, there
seems to be complementarity between paywall de-
sign choices.23

Our results of estimating Equation 5 (column (2) in
Table 6) show that readership intensity prior to the
paywall change mediates the impact of the policy
change. Our point estimate suggests that for each
additional marginal article read per day (on average),
the paywall policy change increased subscription
propensity by approximately 0.02. This supports our
idea that the policy is more effective at inducing sub-
scription for readers who are heavier consumers. An-
other explanation for these results is that prior read-
ership intensity itself moderates the treatment effect.

Table 4. Difference-in-Difference Estimates of the Impact of the Paywall Policy Change on
the Readership Variables

Dependent variable → NumArticlesTotalit NumArticlesAppit NumArticlesBrowserit

PaywallPolicyit 0.001*** 0.000*** 0.001***
(1.8E-04) (2.3E-04) (2.3E-04)

PaywallPolicyit ×NotSubscribedi −0.207*** −0.140*** −0.037***
(0.010) (0.012) (0.013)

User fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Time fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Log pseudo-likelihood −1.2 × 108 −9.7 × 107 −6.7 × 107

Wald χ2 statistic/p-value 442.3/0 956.3/0 19.0/0
Observations 43,388,221 43,388,221 43,388,221

Notes. Same as Table 2 but the treatment group is only the subpopulation of readers that tried to read
more than three articles per day. Robust standard errors are clustered at the level of users.

**p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01.
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This would imply that if some “exogenous” shock
boosted the readership of a particular individual,
then the paywall change would be more likely to
induce that individual to subscribe.

The ITT estimates for these specifications—assuming
everyone updated the mobile app at the same time—are
similar to these estimates in both magnitude and
directionality and are provided in the appendix
for completeness.

4.3.1. Impact on Registered Users. Here, we focus on
the subpopulation of registered users. Our results,
shown in Table 7, confirm the increased propensity of
registered users to subscribe in response to the policy
change compared with the control group. The pay-
wall change increased the subscription probability of

registered users who tried to access more free articles
than their quota by 0.08 and subscription probability
of the readers who read more diverse content by 0.05.
Also, the marginal impact of an extra article read per
day prior to the change was higher for registered
users at 0.03 compared with the average non-
subscriber in the control group.

4.3.2. Dynamic Effect of the Paywall Change on
Subscriptions. Figure 8 shows the dynamic impact
of the paywall change on subscriptions. As can be
seen, the quantity restriction has the largest sustained
impact on subscription propensity and its effect in-
creases over time. The effect of increased variety, on
the other hand, increases gradually over our obser-
vation period after an initial dip. The magnitudes of

Table 5. Difference-in-Difference Estimates of the Impact of the Paywall Policy Change on
the Readership Variables

Dependent variable → NumArticlesTotalit NumArticlesAppit NumArticlesBrowserit

PaywallPolicyit 0.001*** 0.000*** 0.001***
(1.7E-04) (2.2E-04) (2.0E-04)

PaywallPolicyit ×NotSubscribedi −0.212*** −0.151*** −0.060***
(0.005) (0.006) (0.006)

User fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Time fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Log pseudo-likelihood −1.4 × 108 −1.0 × 108 −8.3 × 107

Wald χ2 statistic/p-value 2,440.5/0 5,316.0/0 119.7/0
Observations 52,958,649 52,958,649 52,958,649

Notes. Same as Table 2 but the treatment group is only the subpopulation of readers that consumed
more diverse content after the paywall change. Robust standard errors are clustered at the level of users.

**p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01.

Table 6. Difference-in-Difference Estimates of the Impact of the Paywall Policy Change on Subscriptions

Dependent variable →
(1)

Subscribedit
(2)

Subscribedit

PaywallPolicyit −0.001*** −0.003***
(2.3E-04) (2.0E-04)

PaywallPolicyit × I(Exceed −Quantity)i 0.039*** —
(0.003)

PaywallPolicyit × I(More −Diverse)i 0.011*** —
(8.7E-04)

PaywallPolicyit × I(Exceed −Quantity)i × I(More −Diverse)i 0.027*** —
(0.003)

PaywallPolicyit ×NumArticlesPriorAvgi — 0.021***
(3.4E-04)

User fixed effects Yes Yes
Time fixed effects Yes Yes
R2 0.27 0.010
F-statistic 0.61 × 103 0.60 × 103

Observations 201,917,689 201,917,689

Notes. Results are computed for a panel of (users) n = 29,705,796 and (days) t = 212. Standard errors (shown in parenthesis) are clustered at the
level of users.

**p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01.
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these two effects might not be directly comparable
owing to the specifics of the paywall change. How-
ever, we conjecture that the seemingly lower effect
size of diversity of content could be due to the in-
creased search costs of finding and reading content
tailored to one’s preferences.

4.4. Robustness Checks
We check the robustness of our findings in several
ways. First, we present detailed empirical results
verifying the presence of the parallel trends assump-
tion required by several of our difference-in-difference
specifications. Second, we show that the delay in
updating the mobile app is not correlated with the
readership on the mobile app and the total reader-
ship across all channels prior to the paywall shift.
Third, we consider alternative ways of measuring
readership other than the number of articles read.
Fourth, we consider alternate functional forms of
our specification, in particular log-linearized OLS
count models and logit regression models. As a final
robustness check, we perform our analyses at week-
level granularity.

4.4.1. Empirically Checking theParallel Trends Assump-
tion for Difference-in-Difference Specifications. First,
we empirically verify the parallel trends assumption.
In order to do that, we generate interactions of week
dummiesΔw forweeks prior to the date that the policy
changewas implemented, that is, weeks 1 through 12,
with the respective treatment indicators corresponding
to different specifications.24 If indeed there were parallel

trends between the treated and control groups, then all of
these pretreatment interaction terms should be jointly
statistically insignificant.
The resulting specifications are given in Equa-

tions (7)–(10). Table 8 shows the estimates for the
readership specifications, and Figure 9 demonstrates
them visually for subscriptions. As can be seen, the
parameter coefficients for pretreatment interactions
of the time dummies with treatment indicators are
statistically insignificant individually. They are also

Table 7. Difference-in-Difference Estimates of the Impact of the Paywall Policy Change
on Subscriptions

Dependent variable →
(1)

Subscribedit
(2)

Subscribedit

PaywallPolicyit 0.002*** 0.005***
(7.7E-04) (4.1E-04)

PaywallPolicyit × I(Exceed −Quantity)i 0.048*** —
(0.004)

PaywallPolicyit × I(More −Diverse)i 0.018*** —
(1.1E-04)

PaywallPolicyit × I(Exceed −Quantity)i × I(More −Diverse)i 0.032*** —
(0.004)

PaywallPolicyit ×NumArticlesPriorAvgi — 0.032***
(2.9E-04)

User fixed effects Yes Yes
Time fixed effects Yes Yes
R2 0.015 0.000
F-statistic 0.62 × 103 0.61 × 103

Observations 74,064,524 74,064,524

Notes. Same as Table 6 but the treatment group is only the registered readers. Standard errors (shown in
parenthesis) are clustered at the level of users.

**p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01.

Figure 8. (Color online) Dynamic Impact of Paywall on
Subscriptions

Notes. The four groups shown in the plot correspond to the coeffi-
cients of various terms in Equation (6). “ExceedQuantity” denotes the
coefficient of I(Exceed −Quantity); “Consume Diverse” denotes the
coefficient of I(Consume −Diverse); “Both (Marginal Impact)” de-
notes the coefficient of I(Exceed −Quantity) × I(Consume −Diverse);
“Cumulative Effect” represents the sum of all three coefficients
combined, which represents the full impact of the policy change.
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insignificant collectively.25 These results collectively
suggest the presence of the parallel trends assumption.

NumArticlesAppit �∑12

w�1
Δw ×NotSubscribedi

+ γi + δt + εit. (7)

NumArticlesBrowserit �∑12

w�1
Δw × NotSubscribedi

+ γi + δt + εit. (8)

NumArticlesTotalit �∑12

w�1
Δw ×NotSubscribedi

+ γi + δt + εit. (9)

Subscribedit �
∑12

w�1
Δw × I Exceed −Quantity

( )
i

+∑12

w�1
Δw × I Consume −Diverse( )i

+∑12

w�1
Δw × I Exceed −Quantity

( )
i

× I Consume −Diverse( )i
+γi + δt + εit. (10)

4.4.2. Self-Selection Concerns due to the Differential
Updating of the Mobile App. Differential updating
of the mobile app provides useful individual-level
variation in exposure to the paywall policy change.
However, one potential concern regarding using this
variation in our empirical specification is that a user’s
update timing may be endogenous. For example,
early updaters might be frequent users of the app
or they could be heavy NYT content consumers in
general. Such nonrandom self-selection into the treat-
ment could be problematic for the validity of our em-
pirical analyses. So, in Figure 10, we show that there is
no systematic pattern in the timing in which users

Table 8. Robustness Check Showing Parallel Trends in the Difference-in-Difference
Specifications

Dependent variable →
(1)

NumArticles Total
it

(2)
NumArticles App

it

(3)
NumArticles Browser

it

Δ2 × Ti −0.083*** 0.464 −0.067
(0.001) (0.614) (0.118)

Δ3 × Ti −0.252 0.468 −0.347
(0.086) (0.541) (0.121)

Δ4 × Ti −0.164 0.467** −0.121
(0.074) (0.051) (0.108)

Δ5 × Ti −0.131 0.476 −0.051
(0.089) (0.052) (0.112)

Δ6 × Ti −0.179 0.460 −0.103
(0.091) (0.591) (0.107)

Δ7 × Ti −1.50 0.379 −0.042
(0.092) (0.561) (0.092)

Δ8 × Ti −0.123 0.432 −0.052
(0.093) (0.582) (0.104)

Δ9 × Ti −0.097 0.425 −0.021
(0.101) (0.518) (0.101)

Δ10 × Ti −0.060 0.418 −0.0006
(0.081) (0.591) (0.113)

Δ11 × Ti −0.098 0.421 −0.032
(0.091) (0.561) (0.104)

Δ12 × Ti −0.055 0.421 0.002
(0.083) (0.561) (0.103)

ν̄day 0.174*** 1.46*** −0.142***
(0.004) (0.112) (0.009)

User fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Time fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Log pseudo-likelihood −1.94 × 108 −0.97 × 108 −1.58 × 108

Wald χ2 statistic/p-value 6,801.2/0 8,902.7/0 4,176.7/0
Observations 192,293,146 192,293,146 192,293,146

Notes. Robust standard errors are clustered at the level of users. Ti, treatment indicator; ν̄day, average of
the day-level dummies.

*p < 0.10; **p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01.
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update their app and readership on the mobile app
NumArticlesAppit or total readershipNumArticlesTotalit . In
order to quantify the dependence between the reader-
ship variables and time delay in updating the mobile
app, we regressed the readership variables on time
delay. The F-statistics (F-stat) and the corresponding p-
values for the two regressions involving mobile app
readership and total readership were (F-stat: 1.01, p =
0.32) and (F-stat: 0.446, p = 0.51), respectively, which
suggests that we cannot reject the null hypotheses
that time delay is not a predictor of either mobile
app readership or total readership. Hence, selection
bias should not be a significant concern. However,
we cannot rule it out completely as there still could
be selection on unobserved characteristics of the
readers.

4.4.3. Alternative Definition of Readership Variables. In
our analysis, we have operationalized the reader-
ship variables NumArticlesAppit , NumArticlesBrowserit , and
NumArticlesTotalit bythenumberofarticlesreadbytheusers.
Another related measure of readership or engagement
can be the number of visits or clicks (Num-ClicksAppit ,

NumClicksBrowserit , and NumClicksTotalit ) made by the
reader on the NYT’s website. More precisely, these
count the number of clicks the reader made on the
front page of the newspaper or while browsing sec-
tion fronts and is strictly greater than or equal to
the corresponding readership variable. It might help
to think of the various NumClicksit variables as noisy
versions of the corresponding readership variables.
We re-estimate Equations (1), (2), and (3) with

the slight modification of replacing NumArticlesTotalit

withNumClicksTotalit ,NumArticlesAppit withNumClicksAppit ,
and NumArticlesBrowserit with NumClicksBrowserit . As can
be seen from the results in Table 9, the estimates of all
the variables are comparable in magnitude and sign
and, hence, in economic significance.

4.4.4. Log-LinearizedOLS and Logit Model Specifications.
We employed Poisson regression models for the speci-
fications when the dependent variable had a skewed
(long-tailed) distribution, such as NumArticlesTotalit , Num-
ArticlesAppit , or NumArticlesBrowserit . However, another
popular alternative specification for such cases is
log-linearized models, that is, we log-transform the
skewed variables vit as log (vit + 1) and then use OLS
to estimate the resulting specifications (Angrist and
Pischke 2008). ThoughSantos Silva andTenreyro (2006)
showed that such estimators are known to provide
biased estimates of the true treatment effect, we still
test the robustness of our Poisson Regression esti-
mates from Table 2 to using log-linearized models
owing to their high prevalence in previous litera-
ture. Estimation results are shown in Table 10, and
it’s easy to see that the impacts of the various vari-
ables are qualitatively and directionally similar as in
Table 2. The policy change decreased total reader-
ship by 9.9% using the Poisson Regression specifi-
cation and approximately 7%using the log-linearized
specification.26

Next, we used a simple LPM to estimate the impact
of the paywall policy change on subscriptions. LPM
was our specification of choice in this case as opposed

Figure 9. (Color online) Robustness Check of Parallel
Trends for the Impact of Paywall Change on Subscriptions

Note. The three groups shown in the plot correspond to the coefficients
of terms I(Exceed −Quantity), I(Consume −Diverse), and I(Exceed−
Quantity) × I(Consume −Diverse), respectively, in Equation (10).

Figure 10. Levels of Consumption Activity Prior to the Paywall Change and the Delay in Updating the Mobile App

Note. (a) Average readership on the mobile app NumArticlesAppit ; (b) average total readership (mobile app + browser) NumArticlesTotalit .
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to a logit model owing to its simplicity and the ease
of interpretability (Ai and Norton 2003). Moreover,
because logit models do not have a closed-form es-
timation procedure, they require iterative methods
for optimization, which can be slow for a big-data
setup as ours, which has millions of user and time
fixed effects. However, in spite of these difficulties,
we were able to estimate the logit model specification
on a randomly chosen subsample of 20,000 users from
our user base leading to a total of 112,194 person-day
observations. The results are shown in Table 11; as can
be seen, they bear directional resemblance to the LPM
results from Table 6.

4.4.5. Different (Week-Level) Temporal Granularity of
Analysis. Our main analyses in the paper are done at
the granularity of a single day as the paywall policy
change that we studied in this paper manifested as a
daily change for the readers. Second, day-level analysis
also makes sense because online content consumption
patterns typically exhibit a strong diurnal nature as it is
the granularity at which newspapers are published. So,
here we check the robustness of our findings to an al-
ternate temporal aggregation of data, in particular, data

aggregated at week level. Essentially, we re-estimate the
models in Tables 2 and 6 with week-level data. The
results are shown in Tables 12 and 13; as can be seen,
they are similar in magnitude and sign as the origi-
nal results.

5. Discussion and Conclusions
We used microlevel user activity data from one of the
world’s largest newspapers to study the digital paywall
design. In particular, we use a NYT paywall policy
change to establish the causal impact of the two most
important paywall design parameters—the quantity
and exclusivity of free content offered—on demand,
subscriptions, and revenue. We specifically examine
the effects of these policy changes on individual-level
consumption as well as on subscriptions.
The results suggest a statistically and economically

significant impact of both the quantity and diversity
parameters on subscriptions and demand. The pay-
wall change not only depressed content demand in
the mobile app—the channel in which these changes
were implemented—but also decreased content con-
sumption on the browser, reducing overall content
consumption. The decrease in total readership was

Table 9. Difference-in-Difference Estimates of the Impact of the Paywall Policy Change on
the Readership Variables

Dependent variable → NumClicksTotalit NumClicksAppit NumClicksBrowserit

PaywallPolicyit 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001***
(7.6E-04) (1.5E-04) (8.6E-04)

PaywallPolicyit ×NotSubscribedi −0.146*** −0.079*** −0.046***
(0.002) (0.006) (5.7E-04)

User fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Time fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Log pseudo-likelihood −4.4 × 108 −1.8 × 108 −3.8 × 108

Wald χ2 statistic/p-value 16,182.4/0 2,428.4/0 6,527.4/0
Observations 192,293,146 192,293,146 192,293,146

**p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01.

Table 10. Difference-in-Difference Estimates of the Impact of the Paywall Policy Change on the Readership Variables

Dependent variable → ln(NumArticlesTotalit + 1) ln(NumArticlesAppit + 1) ln(NumArticlesBrowserit + 1)
PaywallPolicyit 0.006*** 0.001*** 0.007***

(1.1E-04) (4.5E-04) (1.4E-04)
PaywallPolicyit ×NotSubscribedi −0.072*** −0.035*** −0.039***

(3.2E-04) (2.3E-04) (1.8E-04)
User fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Time fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.005 0.003 0.006
F-statistic 8.2 × 103 7.2 × 103 8.3 × 103

Observations 201,917,689 201,917,689 201,917,689

Notes. (1) Robust standard errors are clustered at the level of users. (2) The variable NotSubscribedi codes the nonsubscribed users (anonymous
and registered)—our treatment group—as one and the subscribed users as zero. It is the complement of the subscription status variable
Subscribedi(� 1 −NotSubscribedi).

**p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01.
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more pronounced for registered users. It is conceiv-
able that because registered users are typically more
engaged and loyal readers of the newspaper, the
content constriction either led them to consume NYT
content via the print offering or to delete their browser
cookies, allowing themtoconsumecontent asanewuser.
Finally, it is also possible they abandoned the NYT and
instead consumed news content from other sources.
Several studies have documented this tendency of
readers to switch among multiple online news plat-
forms (Gentzkowand Shapiro 2011,Athey et al. 2014).
Unfortunately, we do not have access to the offline
activity of the users or their broader internet con-
sumption history to adjudicate among these potential
explanations.

The paywall change also increased readers’ likeli-
hood of subscribing to the newspaper. It had an im-
pact of engaging readers with more diverse/exclusive

content to raise their willingness-to-pay as now they
could consume content aligned with their preferences.
But at the same time, the quantity constriction nudged
them to become paid subscribers. So, cumulatively, both
of these mechanisms helped convert registered users to
subscribers. Just as with content consumption, these
effects were stronger for registered users.

5.1. Managerial Implications
Our results have multiple managerial implications.
First, they suggest news providers should consider
freemium content offerings that let readers’ choose
the free content that they wish to consume. Second,
while designing a digital paywall, it is important to
consider the interactions between the different pay-
wall design parameters. The various design choices
could have reinforcing or cannibalizing impacts on
subscriptions. Third, online news providers should

Table 11. Difference-in-Difference Estimates of the Impact of the Paywall Policy Change
on Subscriptions

Dependent variable Subscribedit Subscribedit

PaywallPolicyit 1.45*** 0.091***
(0.026) (0.017)

PaywallPolicyit × I(Exceed −Quantity)i 1.99***
(0.141)

PaywallPolicyit × I(More −Diverse)i 0.299*** —
(0.039)

PaywallPolicyit × I(Exceed −Quantity)i × I(More −Diverse)i 0.966*** —
(0.146)

PaywallPolicyit ×NumArticlesPriorAvgi — 0.079***
(0.012)

User fixed effects Yes Yes
Time fixed effects Yes Yes
Log pseudo-likelihood −1.9 × 106 −2.0 × 106

Wald χ2 statistic/p-value 1934.4/0 16241.3/0
Observations 112,194 112,194

Note. Robust standard errors are clustered at the level of users.
**p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01.

Table 12. Difference-in-Difference Estimates of the Impact of the Paywall Policy Change
on the Readership Variables Using Panel Data at Week-Level Granularity

Dependent variable → NumArticlesTotalit NumArticlesAppit NumArticlesBrowserit

PaywallPolicyit 0.001*** 0.002*** 0.002***
(1.3E-04) (2.4E-04) (1.4E-04)

PaywallPolicyit ×NotSubscribedi −0.109*** −0.054*** −0.038***
(8.7E-04) (0.005) (9.5E-04)

User fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Time fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Log pseudo-likelihood −2.1 × 108 −4.6 × 107 −1.8 × 1080000
Wald χ2 statistic/p-value 32,862.0/0 9,415.4/0 19,605.4/0
Observations 116,599,104 116,599,104 116,599,104

Notes. (1) Robust standard errors are clustered at the level of users. (2) The variableNotSubscribedi codes
the nonsubscribed users (anonymous and registered)—our treatment group—as one and the subscribed
users as zero.

**p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01.
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consider themultichannel aspect of content consumption
while splitting their marketing budget across different
digital channels, such as the mobile app and browser
channels. Though the answer to this question is highly
context dependent, we observed a synergy between the
mobile app and the browser channel for news reader-
ship. This may suggest varying advertising intensity in
these two channels because there is a risk of reaching the
same user multiple times, wasting ad impressions and
creating annoyance (Athey et al. 2014).

5.1.1. Revenue Impact. The paywall changes we stud-
iedwere successful for theNYT. Aswe saw in the results
section (Table 2), they decreased the total number of
article impressions across both themobile app and the
browser by approximately 9.9% compared with the
levels before the policy change. Our calculations
suggest that corresponds to a decrease of 0.043 arti-
cles per individual per day.27 This amounts to around
149.4 million fewer impressions across both channels
during our observation period.28 Assuming one ad-
vertisement per page and an average CPM (cost per
thousand impressions) of $10.5029 suggests a loss of
around $1.57 million in digital ads revenue.

On the other hand, the paywall change positively
impacted subscriptions, more than making up for the
lost ad revenue. There are two main mechanisms
through which the paywall change could impact
subscriptions—via the inability to read news articles
because of constriction in the number of free articles
or via the increased variety of news articles accessible
after the change. We combine estimates of increased
subscription odds from Table 6 and Figure 8 with the

total number of individuals that hit the paywall and
were part of our treatment groups. A rough estimate
suggests that the policy change impacted about 12,023
subscriptions. This is around 31% of the total 38,490 new
subscribers gained during our study. Conservatively,
assuming a customer lifetime value of one year and the
average cost of a subscription bundle of around $150,
this amounts to a net revenue impact of about $1.80
million from subscriptions. Subtracting the losses in
ads revenue, we calculate the net profit from paywall
design changes during our seven-month study to be
at least $230, 000.30

5.1.2. Implications for Paywall Design. Paywalls do
increase subscription rates, but the effect is moder-
ated by the different paywall design parameters.
Decreasing the amount of free content (quantity) and
the ability to choose content across all the sections (ex-
clusivity), as opposed to just a few sections, increases
subscription rates. In addition, we also find complemen-
tarity between these two choices. This suggests managers
should strategize their paywall design based on the dif-
ferent parameters of the paywalls, as opposed to just fo-
cusingonquantityalone, asmostnewspapers currentlydo.
Based on our results, we suggest that newspapers

should not focus on the short-term ads revenue maxi-
mization, as they face severe competition from Google
and Facebook to attract ad dollars. Rather, they should
strive to convert online visitors to paid subscribers by
offering differentiated content modulated via digital
paywalls. As we saw in this paper, digital paywalls that
match free content offerings to readers’ preferences by
letting them choose the content they want to consume

Table 13. Difference-in-Difference Estimates of the Impact of the Paywall Policy Change
on Subscriptions Using Panel Data at Week-Level Granularity

Dependent variable → Subscribedit Subscribedit

PaywallPolicyit −0.008*** −0.002***
(1.2E-04) (1.7E-04)

PaywallPolicyit × I(Exceed −Quantity)i 0.039*** —
(0.003)

PaywallPolicyit × I(More −Diverse)i 0.011*** —
(7.8E-04)

PaywallPolicyit × I(Exceed −Quantity)i × I(More −Diverse)i 0.023*** —
(0.003)

PaywallPolicyit ×NumArticlesPriorAvgi — 0.042***
(2.6E-04)

User fixed effects Yes Yes
Time fixed effects Yes Yes
R2 0.356 0.047
F-statistic 0.88 × 103 0.8 × 103

Observations 118,981,368 118,981,368

Notes. Results are computed for a panel of n = 29,705,796 and t = 31 weeks. Standard errors (shown in
parenthesis) are clustered at the level of users.

**p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01.
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could be effective at increasing newspapers’ sub-
scriptions and revenues. Broadly, our results rein-
force the popular sentiment in themedia industry that
the historical newspaper business model of maxi-
mizing advertising revenue is no longer viable.

Our work also highlights the importance of the
design of the screening mechanism for a freemium
product and its impact on influencing the propensi-
ties of users to upgrade to the premium product. The
quasi-experimental variation in our study allowed
us to tease apart the impact of both the quantity
and exclusivity parameters on users’ subscription pro-
pensities. And, as we saw, both significantly increased
the chances of subscription by themselves and they
further complemented each other’s impact. Without a
structural model, we cannot pin down the optimal
screening policy; but it is clear that any such policy
should account for the various design parameters and
consider the interactions among them. We encourage
such structural modeling in future work.

5.2. Limitations and Future Research
Although our work improves our understanding of
several underpinnings of a modern-day newspaper’s
digital strategy, it is not without limitations. First, we
only explored two of the design parameters of the
digital paywall. In order to fully navigate the strategic
landscape, it is important to understand the trade-offs
associated with other paywall design choices, for
example, social sharing, personalized content offer-
ings, and curation access. Second, as far as the quasi-
experiment in this paper is concerned, there could be
some residual issues of intertemporal substitution by
forward-looking content consumers as well as there
might be some framing effects of the introductory trial
period. Third, our results are for a relatively small

window of time (about sevenmonths), almost equally
split before and after the paywall change. As part of
futurework, it will be interesting to quantify the long-
term impacts of paywall design changes on reader-
ship and subscriptions. It will also be interesting to
see if our finding of the positive impact of quantity
and diversity/exclusivity of free content in driving
subscriptions persists over time. Fourth, our analysis
did not consider all the anonymous visitors to the
website. Future work should consider the impact of the
ones-and-dones also. Afinal shortcoming of this paper is
that owing to the size and popularity of the NYT, our
findings might not generalize well to a small-market
newspaper. We hope our work will inspire future re-
search toovercome these limitations inpushing the limits
of our understanding of the relationship between digital
paywall design, content demand, and revenue.
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Appendix
In TablesA.1–A.6,we report the ITT estimates of the various
results in the main body of the paper. Essentially, these
estimates ignore the differential updating of the mobile app
by the readers (shown in Figure 3) and assume that ev-
eryone updated their mobile app on the very first day that
they were eligible to upgrade.

Table A.1. ITT Estimates of Results in Table 2: Difference-in-Difference Estimates of the
Impact of the Paywall Policy Change on the Readership Variables

Dependent variable → NumArticlesTotalit NumArticlesAppit NumArticlesBrowserit

PaywallPolicyit 0.000*** 0.001*** 0.001***
(9.6E-04) (2.3E-04) (1.0E-04)

PaywallPolicyit ×NotSubscribedi −0.113*** −0.046*** −0.031***
(0.002) (0.005) (8.1E-04)

User fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Time fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Log pseudo-likelihood −3.31 × 108 −1.08 × 108 −2.68 × 108

Wald χ2 statistic/p-value 25,330.6/0 12,153/0 11,065.6/0
Observations 192,293,146 192,293,146 192,293,146

Notes. (1) Robust standard errors are clustered at the level of users. (2) The variableNotSubscribedi codes
the nonsubscribed users (anonymous and registered)—our treatment group—as one and the subscribed
users as zero. It is the complement of the subscription status variable Subscribedi (� 1 −NotSubscribedi).

**p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01.
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Table A.2. ITT Estimates of Results in Table 3: Difference-in-Difference Estimates of the
Impact of the Paywall Policy Change on the Readership of Registered Users

Dependent variable → NumArticlesTotalit NumArticlesAppit NumArticlesBrowserit

PaywallPolicyit 0.001*** 0.000*** 0.001***
(1.4E-04) (2.3E-04) (1.8E-04)

PaywallPolicyit ×NotSubscribedi −0.149*** −0.087*** −0.047***
(0.003) (0.005) (0.004)

User fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Time fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Log pseudo-likelihood −1.66 × 108 −1.08 × 108 −1.05 × 108

Wald χ2 statistic/p-value 5,577.8/0 12,153.6/0 306.4/0
Observations 64,439,981 64,439,981 64,439,981

Note. Robust standard errors are clustered at the level of users.
**p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01.

Table A.3. ITT Estimates of Results in Table 4: Difference-in-Difference Estimates of the
Impact of the Paywall Policy Change on the Readership Variables

Dependent variable → NumArticlesTotalit NumArticlesAppit NumArticlesBrowserit

PaywallPolicyit 0.001*** 0.000*** 0.001***
(1.7E-04) (2.4E-04) (2.4E-04)

PaywallPolicyit ×NotSubscribedi −0.200*** −0.132*** −0.034***
(0.010) (0.012) (0.013)

User fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Time fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Log pseudo-likelihood −1.2 × 108 −9.7 × 107 −6.7 × 107

Wald χ2 statistic/p-value 3,727.4/0 4,554.2/0 227.8/0
Observations 43,388,221 43,388,221 43,388,221

Notes. Same as Table 2 but the treatment group is only the subpopulation of readers that tried to read
more than three articles/day. Robust standard errors are clustered at the level of users.

**p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01.

Table A.4. ITT Estimates of Results in Table 5: Difference-in-Difference Estimates of the
Impact of the Paywall Policy Change on the Readership Variables

Dependent variable → NumArticlesTotalit NumArticlesAppit NumArticlesBrowserit

PaywallPolicyit 0.000*** 0.000*** 0.000***
(1.5E-04) (2.3E-04) (2.2E-04)

PaywallPolicyit ×NotSubscribedi −0.198*** −0.142*** −0.056***
(0.005) (0.006) (0.006)

User fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Time fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Log pseudo-likelihood −1.4 × 108 −1.0 × 108 −8.3 × 107

Wald χ2 statistic/p-value 5,476.6/0 8,837.7/0 350.0/0
Observations 52,958,649 52,958,649 52,958,649

Notes. Same as Table 2 but the treatment group is only the subpopulation of readers that consumed
more diverse content after the paywall change. Robust standard errors are clustered at the level of users.

**p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01.
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Endnotes
1However, there are several exceptions to this. New media outlets,
such as http://vox.com, http://politco.com, http://theringer.com,
and http://buzzfeed.com, have survived with mostly ad-based
monetization models owing to their exclusive content offerings, such
as podcasts, which have helped maintain sustained engagement.
2High WTP readers, that is, subscribers, also generate advertisement
revenue as they also see some advertisements. However, it is dwarfed
by the subscription revenue they generate.
3The same criticism applies to other commonly used conservative
content sampling strategies, for example, the ones in which the free

content offering comprises only popular news stories or other highly
substitutable content. The inability of readers to sample content
aligned with their tastes does not mitigate the uncertainty of readers
regarding the fit of the newspapers with their tastes.
4 See https://bit.ly/2T1J9k3.
5 See https://digiday.com/media/new-york-media-paywall-subscriptions
-flexible/.
6 See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_New_York_Times.
7We removed “one-and-done” users because of their low engage-
mentwith theNYT and further because our findingswon’t generalize
to them based on just a single visit.

Table A.5. ITT Estimates of Results in Table 6: Difference-in-Difference Estimates of the
Impact of the Paywall Policy Change on Subscriptions

Dependent variable → Subscribedit Subscribedit

PaywallPolicyit −0.001*** −0.001***
(1.4E-04) (1.1E-04)

PaywallPolicyit × I(Exceed −Quantity)i 0.039*** —
(0.004)

PaywallPolicyit × I(More −Diverse)i 0.012*** —
(8.7E-04)

PaywallPolicyit × I(Exceed −Quantity)i × I(More −Diverse)i 0.007** —
(0.003)

PaywallPolicyit ×NumArticlesPriorAvgi — 0.011***
(1.4E-04)

User fixed effects Yes Yes
Time fixed effects Yes Yes
R2 0.28 0.011
F-statistic 0.62 × 103 0.6 × 103

Observations 201,917,689 201,917,689

Notes. Results are computed for a panel of (users) n = 29,705,796 (days) t = 212. Standard errors (shown
in parenthesis) are clustered at the level of users.

**p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01.

Table A.6. ITT Estimates of Results in Table 7: Difference-in-Difference Estimates of the
Impact of the Paywall Policy Change on Subscriptions

Dependent variable → Subscribedit Subscribedit

PaywallPolicyit 0.003*** 0.005***
(7.1E-04) (4.3E-04)

PaywallPolicyit × I(Exceed −Quantity)i 0.041*** —
(0.004)

PaywallPolicyit × I(More −Diverse)i 0.019*** —
(1.1E-04)

PaywallPolicyit × I(Exceed −Quantity)i × I(More −Diverse)i 0.030*** —
(0.003)

PaywallPolicyit ×NumArticlesPriorAvgi — 0.024***
(3.1E-04)

User fixed effects Yes Yes
Time fixed effects Yes Yes
R2 0.016 0.000
F-statistic 0.65 × 103 0.64 × 103

Observations 74,064,524 74,064,524

Notes. Same as Table 6 but the treatment group is only the registered readers. Results are computed for a
panel of (users) n = 29,705,796 (days) t = 212. Standard errors (shown in parenthesis) are clustered at the
level of users.

**p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01.
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8Because the newspapers continuously tinker with their paywall
quota, the reported number might be different currently.
9The details of the change in the paywall settings were made
available as Release Notes/What’s New in the interface of the mobile
app and was not otherwise advertised elsewhere. This prevents
readers from making forward-looking adjustments to their reading
behavior to a large extent, though it does not totally preclude it.
10We operationalize δt via incorporating day-level dummies νday.
11Traditional DiD specification generally includes an indicator denoting
group status, which in our case would simply be NotSubscribedi. This
term is excluded from our specification because it is completely absorbed
by the fixed effect as we removed individuals who changed their sub-
scription status from this part of the analysis.
12Though note that in the small one-week phase where the non-
subscribers were allowed unfettered access to content, there was an
increase in total content consumption.
13 For privacy reasons, we have scaled the number of subscribers
(y-axis) by a constant.
14 (a) Details are provided in Section 4.4, Robustness Checks. (b) It is
hard to show the parallel trends assumption visually for our speci-
fications, which have the subscription status as the dependent var-
iable because there isn’t a clear control group in that case, so we just
provide an empirical proof for those specifications in Section 4.4.
15The null hypothesis was that the fits of the full and restricted
models were the same.
16 It is worth noting that our coefficient for the PaywallPolicyit term is
nonzero in some of our estimations, though it is very close to zero and
is much smaller than the estimated treatment effect. This small bias
could be introduced, for instance, because of the readers updating the
mobile app and, hence, going into treatmentmomentarily before they
read an article. However, this little timing bias is not an issue as the
treatment effect is measured relative to the control group (subscribers).
We would like to thank an anonymous reviewer for suggesting this
potential mechanism.
17This is so because exp(.001− .104)−exp(.001)≈9.9%, exp (.000 − .047) −
exp (.000) ≈ 4.6%, and exp (.001 − .036) − exp (.001) ≈ 3.5%. Note that
becausewe fit a nonlinear Poissonmodel, the decreases in readership across
the browser and the mobile app channel do not have to add up to the total
decrease in readership.
18Registered NYT readers are those who have created an online
profile on the NYT’s website so that they can receive content rec-
ommendations, can comment on articles, and receive email notifi-
cations about new content.
19This is calculated as exp (.001 − .079) − exp (.001) ≈ 7.6%.
20 Several studies have demonstrated the increased tendency of
readers to switch and “multi-home” among different online news
outlets (Gentzkow and Shapiro 2011, Athey et al. 2014).
21Recall that our full data set has many times more anonymous users
than subscribed or registered users.
22 For instance, gated content has helped increase subscriptions for
ESPN.com and YouTube.
23 It is worth noting that because our identification strategy involves a
quasi-experiment, there might not be complete randomization of
readers into the various treatments as one would expect in an actual
controlled experiment. Hence, we need to be cautious in interpreting
this positive three-way interaction term as a sign of complementarity.
24The time fixed effects δt are operationalized via day-level dummies
as earlier. Person fixed effects are represented by γi.
25An F-test of the two nested models, that is, one with all the pa-
rameters (including interactions of the treatment with pretreatment
time dummies) and one that is restricted to just the parameters

corresponding to the true observed timing of the treatment in week
13, had p-values of 0.32, 0.38, 0.18, and 0.41 for the specifications with
NumArticlesAppit , NumArticlesBrowserit , NumArticlesTotalit , and Subscribedit
dependent variables, respectively. This suggests that we cannot reject
the null hypothesis of the fits of the full and restricted models being
the same.
26The log-linearized estimate is calculated as 1 − exp (−.072). Note
that a direct comparison of the magnitudes of these coefficients could
be misleading because of the nonlinearity of the link function being
used by Poisson Regression.
27The average total readership (mobile app + browser) before the
change was ≈.437 articles per individual per day, leading to a total
decrease of approximately .043(= .437 × .099) articles per individual
per day.
28This can be calculated as 0.043×29705796× days-after-change.
Readers faced the quantity restriction earliest on day 95 and latest
on day 120 (see Figure 3). This leads to a maximum of 117 (= 212 − 95)
days-after-change.
29 See http://www.nytimes.com/marketing/selfservice/help.html.
30We arrive at this number by subtracting the loss in digital ad
revenue ($1.57 million) from the revenue increase due to subscrip-
tions ($1.80 million).
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